
 
 

OPEN HOUSE  

PROGRAM – Session 2 

 
12:00 – 12:15  Welcome and registration   
 
12:15 – 14:00   Lunch-Pachamanca from the Andes * 
   Networking 
 
14:00 – 15:30  Tour to Open Exhibit in CIP gardens  
 
15:45 – 16:00  Presentation in the Auditorium: CIP Contributions to Food Security, 

Conservation of Potato Biodiversity and Innovation & Business 
 
16:00   End of the program 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* The Pachamanca 
 
The Pachamanca is a unique cultural experience…  It is an ancient and sacred ritual in which the Andean people 
communicate with the Pacha Mama or mother earth.   
 
The Pacha Mama is the source of fertility, of life and also the origin of the numerous crops that are returned to the 
earth to be cooked.  Pachamancas are prepared during February and March to celebrate the potato harvest and 
throughout the year for important religious and communal festivities. The Pachamanca originated in the Andean 
highlands, but is prepared with slight variations all over Peru. 
 
It takes several hours to prepare a Pachamanca. You need to dig a hole in the earth and warm the stones, which 
must be porous and of volcanic origin in order to be able to absorb the heat, as normal stones will probably burst 
when heated.  These are stacked up into a pyramid and heated with firewood for a couple of hours until they are 
ready to serve as a source of heat. 
 
All the ingredients are layered in the hole according to their cooking requirements. In the bottom, over the layer of 
hot stones you put the potatoes, sweetpotatoes and other Andean roots and tubers, which are covered with more 
hot stones, then followed with a second layer of seasoned meats: beef, pork, chicken, guinea pigs and lamb.  On top 
you place a selection of Andean herbs, alfalfa and an additional layer of stones.  Then go the boiled broad beans, the 
corn and the humitas (a sort of fresh corn tamales).  Finally, everything is covered with damp cloth and soil, taking 
special care that the mound is air tight so neither heat nor smoke will escape.   
 
In the highlands, the Pachamanca must have a godfather or godmother, who offer or preside over the festivity and 
who open the Pachamanca well. 


